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What you should know about the PRIOR AUTHORIZATION and APPEALS PROCESS

Appeals
INTERNAL: Appeals of a PA denial must be made in writing and submitted along with a copy of the original denial letter. Appeals are reviewed 
by a licensed doctor of pharmacy. The deadline for submission of an appeal is 180 days from the date of the original denial of the claim. 
Requests for urgent appeals will be acted on within 1 business day of receipt.  Requests for standard appeals will be acted on within 3 business 
days of receipt.
EXTERNAL: Requests for an external review will be performed by a group not associated with ProAct, or ProAct’s internal review board. If this 
group decides to overturn ProAct’s denial decision, ProAct will provide coverage for the medication. Requests for an external review must be 
submitted in writing within 4 months after receiving the initial appeal denial notice. The external review organization is required under Federal 
Law to complete the review no later than 45 calendar days following the request being submitted. An urgent request for review is required to 
be completed within 72 hours.

Submitted prior authorization (PA) requests are subject to validation against both member-specific prescription drug coverage and clinical 
criteria guidelines which evaluate both clinical effectiveness and alternative therapy costs.  Approval/denial and lack of information notifications 
are faxed or mailed to appropriate parties—keeping the healthcare team and patient informed of the PA outcome. If ProAct does not receive 
enough information to make a determination, ProAct will reach out to the prescriber at least two times to attempt to obtain the additional 
information, if that information is not received from the prescriber, ProAct will dismiss the request and notify the member and the prescriber.
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STANDARD PRIOR AUTHORIZATION 
Prescriber visits ProAct’s PromptPA 

portal, attaches clinical notes and 
answers any pertinent clinical criteria 

questions.
www.proactrx.promptpa.com

INTERNAL APPEAL 
Prescriber visits ProAct’s PromptPA portal, attaches 

letter of appeal or medical necessity and answers 
any pertinent clinical criteria questions.

EXTERNAL APPEAL 
Prescriber visits ProAct’s PromptPA portal, attaches 

request for external appeal and answers any pertinent 
clinical criteria questions. ProAct submits request to 

external review agency.




